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n increase in foreign attendance with very good 

results for France, United States, Switzerland, ARussia, Netherlands, China and South Korea; a 

slight drop for Italy.

The 82nd edition of Pitti Filati (24-26 January 2018) came to 

an end at the Fortezza da Basso in Florence amidst an 

atmosphere of excitement and positivity among the stands: 

with buyers arriving from over 50 foreign countries intent 

on discovering the new ideas, research and latest trends 

expressed in the collections of the protagonist yarn 

manufacturers and preparing sample collections for the 

next 2019 summer season.  

The final attendance figures for this edition registered a small 

but significant growth in foreign buyers - around 1 per cent - 

for a total which widely exceeded 1,800; however, there was a 

slight drop in the number of Italian buyers of almost -2 per 

cent.Overall the fair once again welcomed in the region of 

4,350 buyers in total, equaling the high levels achieved a year 

ago (an edition which saw growth of +2.5 per cent).

With regard to the reference foreign markets there were 

increased performances for France (+5 per cent), United 

States (+18 per cent), Switzerland (+10 per cent), Russia (+8 

per cent in terms of the number of companies), Netherlands 

(+5 per cent), and for markets in the Far East like China, Hong 

Kong and South Korea; the numbers were down for United 

Kingdom, Germany and Turkey.

“Pitti Filati has once again launched a positive message for the 

Italian and international yarn industry par excellence” says 

Raffaello Napoleone, CEO of PittiImmagine.  “We witnessed 

three days of intense activity with very positive feedback for 

the new collections and the high level of experimentation 

presented by the yarn manufacturers – based on 

sustainability, performing yarns and creativity pushed to the 

limit – to an extremely qualified public of designers, style 

offices and members of the trade.  We also noted a high level 

of appreciation for the sections offering services to the 

market (Knit Club and Fashion at Work) and for the new 

Spazio Ricerca RAW curated by Angelo Figus and Nicola Miller, 

which everyone agreed was exciting, informative and 

imaginative.  We ended this edition with great optimism and 

our expectations are already high for next June’s Pitti Filati”. 

United Kingdom once again led the ranking of the top 15 

reference countries (with 221 buyers), followed by France 

(202), Germany (204), United States (129), Switzerland (90), 

Spain (79), Russia (76), Turkey (76), Japan (70), Netherlands 

(61), China (57), Belgium (35), Sweden (28), South Korea 

(25) and Hong Kong (24).

There were also positive attendance figures for Vintage 

Selection, the fair-event dedicated to vintage fashion that 

ended at the Stazione Leopolda and which has become a 

reference point for research into archive fashion also for the 

public of designers and style office representatives 

attending Pitti Filati.



RAW, The New SpazioRicerca@Hall M

Knitclub is also strengthening its ties 
with The SpazioRicerca

A strategic location – Hall M – and a powered-up formula for 
the SpazioRicerca, Pitti Filati's creative lab/workshop and 
experimental observatory that analyzes new trends. The 
theme for spring-summer 2019 is RAW, to describe our era 
of media overexposure, of highly sophisticated 
technologies and offer a new kind of freedom to do, to be, to 
transform, and to become. RAW is the reaction to excessive 
sophistication and superhuman perfection that distance us 
from the essence of things and from understanding them. 
Everything is RAW, from food to yarn. Knitwear is real, with 
real stitches and real yarn gauges; it doesn't hide behind 
unattainable gauges; it makes a statement about its 
presence in time and space. Artistic direction by fashion 
designer Angelo Figus and knitwear expert Nicola Miller; 
setting by Alessandro Moradei.

Stronger connections with the SpazioRicerca for KnitClub, the 
Pitti Immagine Filati area featuring quality knitting mills. It is 
showcasing an increasingly important and impressive selection 
of knitting mills that are able to interpret our visitors' technical 
and creative needs. It offers an excellent opportunity for 
“market encounters” among knitwear manufacturers and 
buyers, designers, and the style bureaus of the world's most 
famous fashion brands attending Pitti Filati, with the aim of 
achieving more advanced integration of the entire production 
chain. The brands: AldaSantini, Arteviva - Hand Woven, Feel 
Blue, Linea Adani, Maglieria Gemma, Maglificio Capelli, 
Maglificio Gente di Mare, Maglificio Pisani, Maglificio Pistillo, 
Maglificio Venezia, Pazzi da Filare, Pikkante, San Patrignano 
Textiles, Teodori e Ypsilon.



Fashion at Work: 
More interactive than ever 

Vintage Selection 31 presents 
“The Next Past” 

Feel the Yarn - Italian Excellence at 
Pitti Filati 82

In an increasingly intense dialogue with the SpazioRicerca, 
the Fashion At Work area brings together Italian and foreign 
exhibitors dedicated to style consulting, stitch and 
prototype development, printing on knits, knitting 
machinery, buttons and notions, trimmings, embroideries 
and appliqués, dyeing and finishing, trend carnets and style 
bureaus, colour-coding systems and software for design and 
manufacturing. The brands: Acorn, Albini & Pitigliani, 
Bernini, Bobble, Dicart, Electrolux, Fashion Room, Fibre by 
Dicartgroup, Fiona Colquhoun Design, Forza Giovane, Gary 
Rooney, Marcel Art Stamperia, Miele Italia, ModaFuturibile, 
Mode...Information, Pafa, Pashma, Passamani, Shima Seiki 
Italia, Simet, Stamperia Marra, Texlabel- Multilingual Care 
Labels, The Collection London, Ugolini Machinery.

From 24 to 28 January 2018, the Stazione Leopolda in 

Florence will be hosting Vintage Selection, the market-fair 

showcasing vintage fashions, accessories and design held 

during the same time frame as Pitti Filati 82. The theme of 

the winter fairs, movie and TV serials will be running 

through VS: between remakes, reboots, and prequels, a 

return to the past is a powerful factor on the big screen – 

and on home monitors, just as it is in fashions that bring a 

clever mix of vintage items and today's tastes onto the 

catwalks. Decades like the 1970s, '80s, and '90s come back 

to life in series such as That '70s Show, Stranger Things, 

Glow, Black Mirror and Narcos, and fashions from those 

years, the fair's driving engine, will tell the story of those 

magic times. And so…Lights! Camera! Action! we're ready to 

shoot the 31st edition of Vintage Selection. 

Feel the Yarn - Italian Excellence is an innovative brand and 

project that has never stopped growing since it was first set up 

in 2010: a joint effort by Consorzio Promozione Filati and Pitti 

Immagine for the organisation of a competition designed for 

hopeful designers from the best international fashion 

schools, and aiming to augment the creativity expressed by 

the top Italian spinning mills, which is held every summer 

edition of Pitti Filati. At Pitti Filati 82, CPF and Feel The Yarn will 

be at the show with the aim of promoting the image of the 25 

member firms of CPF, as well as continuing their drive to 

consolidate the values linked to the world of knitwear. Visitors 

to the fair will be able to come to the Cavedio on the Ground 

Floor of the Central Pavilion, and see for themselves the 

creative universe of Feel the Yarn - Italian Excellence. The 

space will also serve as an exhibition point for an innovative 

promotional tool: the Feel the Yarn Italian Excellence-

Hybridization book that combines the proposals of the 

associated companies for the new fashion trends.
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